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Saturday, May 7, 2022
The Bryce Jordan Center
1:00 p.m.
National Anthem
by Francis Scott Key

O say, can you see, by the dawn’s early light,
What so proudly we hailed at the twilight’s last gleaming;
Whose broad stripes and bright stars, thro’ the perilous fight,
O’er the ramparts we watched, were so gallantly streaming?
And the rockets’ red glare, the bombs bursting in air
Gave proof thro’ the night that our flag was still there.
O say, does that Star-Spangled Banner yet wave
O’er the land of the free and the home of the brave!

Alma Mater
by Fred Lewis Pattee

For the glory of old State,
For her founders, strong and great,
For the future that we wait,
Raise the song, raise the song,

Sing our love and loyalty,
Sing our hopes that, bright and free,
Rest, O Mother dear, with thee.
All with thee, all with thee.

When we stood at childhood’s gate,
Shapeless in the hands of fate,
Thou didst mold us, dear old State,
Dear old State, dear old State.

May no act of ours bring shame
To one heart that loves thy name,
May our lives but swell thy fame,
Dear old State, dear old State!
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Don Roy King ('69)

Alumnus Don Roy King is an 13-time Emmy Award-winner and television production legend.

King earned the awards during his tenure as director of “Saturday Night Live” for a decade and a half from 2007 to 2021. King also earned four awards from the Directors Guild of America for his work on the show.

King earned his bachelor’s degree in 1969. His career spans more than five decades and his experience on live TV, from morning news programs to variety shows, makes him one of the most prolific directors of live shows in the history of the medium.

Along with “Saturday Night Live,” his mix of directing credits includes “The Mike Douglas Show,” “Good Morning America,” “CBS This Morning,” “Survivor,” “The Early Show,” “Criss Angel Mindfreak” and “The CBS Evening News with Dan Rather.”

King, a consistently strong supporter of the Bellisario College and Penn State, has been honored as both a Distinguished Alumnus and as an Alumni Fellow. He has regularly visited campus for special events through the years and collaborated with students on special events, including a live sketch comedy effort between the livestreaming division of CommAgency and a group of student comedians this spring. He also conducted a live Zoom webinar for Bellisario College students in October 2020 and hosted a one-man show on campus in 2017.

In addition to his work on television, King is the creative director of Broadway Worldwide, which brings Broadway events to theaters and television.

King, a native of Pitcairn, Pennsylvania, started his career at WPSX-TV in State College before moving to other TV stations in the state of Pennsylvania and, later, California. He initially hoped to be an actor, and his love of Broadway at least in part influenced his decision to live in New York City.
COLLEGE
Jade Campos
Jade Campos, a consistent Dean’s List student, complemented her journalism degree with minors in French and media studies. A Schreyer Honors Scholar, she was selected to the Presidential Leadership Academy and served as a Bellisario College Fellow. Jade earned a Bunton-Waller Fellowship to support her studies, as well as numerous awards and scholarships. She served as editor-in-chief of The Daily Collegian, and was a member of both CommAgency and CommRadio. Jade participated with the Blue Band as a member of the silks throughout her time at the University. Her various internships included positions with WPSU Radio, the Pittsburgh Post-Gazette and The Virginia Connection.

ADVERTISING/PUBLIC RELATIONS
Grace Puy
Grace Puy, who achieved Dean’s List status every semester during her undergraduate career, earned numerous scholarships and awards for her academic accomplishments. Along with her bachelor’s degree, she added a minor in recreation, park and tourism management and a certificate from the Smeal College of Business in business fundamentals. Grace also served in leadership roles for the Student Programming Association, Opulence Drag Ambassadors, the Movin’ On music festival and Homecoming. She completed four internships, including positions with the Bryce Jordan Center in ticketing operations and with Degy Entertainment as a member of the company’s virtual event staff.

FILM PRODUCTION
Zi Ye
Zi Ye was a consistent Dean’s List student and completed an internship with the College of Arts and Architecture as a photographer and videographer. She also served as a photographer for CommAgency. She was part of a film production team that earned an honorable mention for its work in 2021 and this year she served as director of photography for a senior film. Zi, who came to Penn State from China, also served as director of media and marketing for the Chinese Student Association at Penn State Altoona, helping plan many cultural events on campus. In the fall she will begin her graduate studies at the University of Southern California.

JOURNALISM
Rachel Rubin
Rachel Rubin, who achieved Dean’s List status every semester during her undergraduate career, completed a major in digital/print journalism with a minor in history and education policy studies. She earned numerous scholarships and awards, and is a member of three honor societies — Kappa Tau Alpha, Phi Alpha Theta and Phi Eta Sigma. She completed an internship with the College of IST, worked as a marketing and communications specialist for BMG Social, and was an investigative reporter for a research project at Hershey Medical Center focused on diabetes prevention.

MEDIA STUDIES
Megan Bunke
Megan Bunke was a consistent Dean’s List student who completed a double major in media studies and psychology. Megan served as a teaching assistant for a psychology course and was selected as a member of Golden Key International Honour Society and the Phi Beta Kappa Honor Society. In 2021, she completed an internship in the human resources department of Dot Foods. On campus she was a member and leader of the K-pop Music and Dance Club and a member of club cheerleading. Megan plans to complete a post-graduate internship before moving into a full-time position.

TELECOMMUNICATIONS AND MEDIA INDUSTRIES
Michael Smedley
Michael Smedley was a Dean’s List student every semester. Along with his bachelor's degree, he earned a BFA in theatre design and minors in music technology and business law. He added a certificate from the Smeal College of Business. Michael earned the Evan Pugh Scholar Senior Award and was named to Phi Beta Kappa Honor Society. He served as a console operator and stagehand at the Bryce Jordan Center and played in integral role in shaping the sound mix inside Beaver Stadium in 2020.
ADVERTISING/
PUBLIC RELATIONS
Christina Abeltin
Anabelle Alexis Agosto
Tátilia Aiello
Elizabeth Lee Albert
Darya Marene Alvarez
Jessica Marie Applegate
Marley Ann Archer**
Alexa Rae Arcuti
Morgan E. Ashton
Sadie Rae Bagdasian
Jade N. Bartier Protat**
Nicolina Belancic
Brenna Bellew
Austin David Berry
Heyu Bian***
Gabriella Marie Bingham
Travis Mountcastle Blanchard**
Madelyn Blandford
Alexandra Mary Boiardi
Benjamin Borus
Elizabeth Mary Bourque
Colton Breon***
Jennifer Jane Britt*
Brittany Browner
Matthew Brunetti
Lucy Anne Burgess
Amanda K. Burke**
Nicole Marie Butrico
Cory Jacob Callen
Heidy Canales
Calista Capetola**
Shiloh Cames
Maria Luisa Drummond Cascao
Ryan Michael Cassidy
Chuyan Chen
Emily H. Cohen
Elias R. Cole
Julia A. Colendinski
Kathleen Colgan***
Kyle Commando
Merin Lee Cooper
Lindsay Criscione
Taylor Jo Cummings
Kalli A. Curtiss
Elizabeth Katherine Dailey
Eric Daniel Damiano
Maeve Eilis D'Andrea
Haley Danielson
Erin Renee Darley
Riley Ann Davies
Taylor Davino
Jillian Kate De La Motte
Kasey Beia Dean
Grace Marie Deasy
Jeanette Leigh Debek**
Nico Sarah DeCanio
Caroline Patricia Dempsey
Brynn Elizabeth Diamond
Katherine Dietrich
Leah Mary Dietrich
Tommasina Connie DiMeglio
Francesca DiPlacido
Guanlin Dong
Colleen Emma Dunn**
Sarah Elizabeth Dunn
Madison Eagen
Rachel Lee Easley
Timothy John Escherveria Jr.*
Lauren R. Edwards**
Megan Michele Ekert
Hannah Lynne Fagersten
Caroline Stephanie Fahy
John Arthur Farren
Domenic Donald Feola
Colleen Ann Flickinger***
Alexa Flinn
Lexie Sabrina Fox
Sydney Nichole Gill**
Lauren Elizabeth Ginsberg
Spencer Gordon
Kailey Nicole Grill
Calista Nicole Gudac
Valerie Kristen Gulick
Ashley Hansen
Emma Catherine Harris
Ethan George Harris*
Megan C. Harris**
Maria R. Henry
Riley Summer Herman*
Juliet Rose Hermelée
Katie Hinkle
Arielle Holding
Megan Taylor Holtzman*
Griffin M. Horner
Donna L. Howell
Delaney Hucker
Sean William Hudson
Ava Lee Huntley
Alden Evans Iaconis
Morgan Imberman
Chloe Inman
Carissa Janecek
Kaitlin Jean-Noel*
Abigail R. Johnson**
Lauren Eumin Kang**
Gabrielle Anastasia Kauffman
Cassidy Lennon Kearns*
Caroline Grace Keese*
Amanda Kessler*
Anna K. Kirk
Caleb J. Klemick*
Aubrey M K Kuhn
John Kusters
Emma Kyle*
Huiyi Lang*
Olia Lantier
Melissa Lefkowitz
Julia Lehman***
Stephanie Libertucci**
Kowen Liu
Xingbo Liu**
Madigan Lockhart Lubold
Jamie Luftschein
Kylie Lynch
Alyssa Lana Maisner**
Alessandra Rose Malandrinio Solari
DeAndre Ahmere Malcolm
Rui Mao
Annalise Mary Mara
Megan Louise Markey
Kelly Ann Marron
Samantha Allison Marron
Alyssa Taylor Martin
Marissa Nicole Martin
Matthew Santo Martins
Nicole Taylor Mascio*
Madison Anne McDougal
Kaylyn McGroty
Liam Michael McKroy
Lakyn Meeder
Matthew Melton
Ruby Catherine Mercer
Alexandra Jade Michael
Dawn Elizabeth Miele
Daniel C. Mineo
Carly Nicole Miseo*
Sarah Davis Mitchell
Stella Cross Mitchell*
Francesca Leigh Molen
James Howard Molloy IV
Lila Colleen Moore
Gabriela Moraes De Paiva
Brooke Alexandra Morella**
Matthew Ronald Morgan**
Riley Hope Moylan
Aleena Raquel Muhlenkamp
Samantha Muhlstock
Anna Kathleen Mulle
Amelia Joyce Mulvaney
Eleanor Ryan Murphy
Joseph Muscente IV
Matthew R. Musser
Catherine Blair Nelson
Mae Pirum Nichols
Tyler T. O’Connell
Brianna O’Donnell
Rebecca Grace Old
Lia O’Leary**
Nadia Alexis Orr
Wenxi Ouyang
Alexandra Elena Papakonstantinou
Eleanor Frances Pappas
Margaret Pfeifle
Elizabeth Shea Pickels
Olivia Piechocinski**
Julia Poltronieri Leme Da Silva
Chanelle Lian Porter
Kayla Anna Prag
Nathan Alexander Pullen
Grace Lavinia Puy***
Gianna Alyssa Rao
Kerry Ann Regan
Sydney Grace Reid
Mallory Reiter
Grace Hall Rhodes
Nicole Alyssa Riper
Annika Lee Rivello
Paulina M. Rodriguez Camacho
Kyle Jon Roman
Ruiqi Rong
Katlynn Rosenberry
McKenna Adelia Roy
Brianna Rose Saggesse
Camryn Margaret Salonick
Alexis Carmella Keefer Sampson
Julia Marie Santucci**
Jennifer C. Saxenian**
Abigail Marie Schucker
Emily L. Scuderi
Phoebe Marie Sebring
Mason Alyse Shaffer
Avery Aron Shandelman
Morgan Sheedy
Brian Amen Sherlock
Cale Shumway
Anna Simon*
Hunter Alexander Smith*
Riley Snowden*
Yixiao Song*
Molly Hazen Speth
Lily Elizabeth Spagnuolo
Ethan Timothy Stahley
Rella Jane Staley
Xiaoyi Su*
Hannah Grace Sutton***
Halle Elizabeth Szumigala**
Antonia Voltis Thomas
Paige Thomas
Tyler Reid Thomson
Alyssa Rae Tombs***
Greydon Tomkowitz
Elana Faith Trachtman
Emily Trapani
Danielle Rose Tuntigian
Fan Tuo
Brian Urvater
William Henry Van Ruler
Courtney Diana Vandegrift
Samantha Olivia Vazquez
Jacqueline Joanna Velona*
Cassandra Voglesong
Taylor Waller
Zixin Wang**
Michael Jay Warhol
Michelle Alanna Ward
Carly Brooke Weinstein
Eleanor Larson West*
Matthew Manley White
Jessica Sara Wiener
Hannah Elizabeth Williams
Morgan Kent Wilson
Ava Marie Wolf
Sydney T. Wolfington
Claudia Wyrzykowski
Weichen Xu**
Zhuyanyan Xue
Linda Yang
Mingyuan Yang
Ying Yang
Martina Dionne Yee***
Jessica Yoo
Olivia J. Young
Shiru Yuan
Alayna Maria Zanghetti*
Jichen Zhang*
Wei Zhang*
Yechen Zhang
Emily Zimbler

DIGITAL JOURNALISM
AND MEDIA
Derek Darshan Bagga
Saquon Barkley
Nicholas Dolan
Alexander Robert Fonzo
Anthony Vincent Fonzo
Courtney Lynn Grimm
Alexandra Heydlt*
Stephanie Logue
Ariel Caterina Misset
Alyssa Marie Raia***
Morgan Cody Sage
Katherine Anne Scheidle
Shannon Leigh Shere
Jared Michael Tessen
Meera Kranti Toraskar***

FILM PRODUCTION
Christopher Alderfer
Daniel Althouse
Christopher E. Bagley**
Mary Lauren Banco
Robert Frank Britto
Samuel Brungo
Wyatt J. Bumbarger***
Reilly E. Burton**
Mary Katherine Cac clen*
Lizhe Chen
Jessica Chi Yang Cook
Torin Cronin*
Jordan Dawson
Julia Honor Duffy
J. Farris
John Edward Hemhauser
Nolan P. Hinphy*
Georgia Rose Holtherrichs
Declan Matthew Jameson
Odis Johnson
K Maisie Kissinger**
Lindsay J. Lampert
Larissa M. Long
Emily Madsen
Patrick Walter McCall
Keith Meenan
Maria Morris
Luke Conway Nolan
Matthew O'Neill
Julia Parker
Gillian Muriel Passarella
Stephen Maurice Pepper
Xinyi Qin
William Tighe Roche*
Shannon A. Ross**
Marissa Sanna
Pufan Shen**
Xinran Shi**
Sarah J. Simpson
Jessica Snyder**
Kevin Hyunwoo Sohn
Zachary Alexander Spaulding
Benjamin R. Stupak
Nikola D. Sunday
Joshua P. Trombitas
Logan J. Tytus
Jesse Vargo
Abram Reece Wallach
Marie Grace Weaverling***
Shane Westover**
Nicholas Bertrando Williams
Yan Yan*
Bianca Mercedes Yanez
Zi Ye***
Chenyu Zhao*

JOURNALISM
Angelina Jolie Acosta
Rene B. Ahn
Sarah Ann Andriano
Nicholas Arriviello
Mollie Aster Broder*
Brittany Bennett
Melissa Jane Bergin
Makiya Kaylyn Binion
Amanda Jade Brake
Ava Kathyrn Brett
Mitchell Broder
Paige Burruto
Jade M. Campos***
Kyle Cannillo*
Julia Katherine Celio
Mriganka Chawla
Madyson Maureen Cioni
Lauren Ashley Collins
Jon Alexander Conahan
Neil Conley
Dymiana J. Cox
Hope Marina Damato
Francesco de Falco
Gianna Alessandra Delli Gatti
Gianna DeLuca
Anna Deshaies
Andrew J. Destin**
Benjamin Luis Diaz
Matthew Robert DiSanto*
Ava Christine Dominguez
Connor Donohue
Allison Danielle Dowe
Sloane O. Dowgiallo
Joseph C. Eckstein*
Jamal Ellerbe
Eric Scott Fenstermaker*
Jack Robert Flanagan
Kyle Francis Fleming
Elizabeth Suzanne Friel
Gianna Galli
Kaitlin H. Gehlhaus
Sarah Gemunder
Daniel I. George
Kristen Gimelli*
Zane Pedro Gonzalez
Michael Peter Gordon-Martin
Autumn M. Graham
Kaylyn D. Greene
Connor Griffin*
Kiera Summer Griffiths
Jeb H. Grose
Alexandra Lili Guarino
Jeremiah Lee Hassel
Isabel Hayes
Ashley Hayford
Derek Andrew Heid**
Jordan Michael James Hession
Kiley Hill
Trent J. Hillman
Jeffrey K. Hodgdon
Michael F. Hopp**
Gabriella G. Homack
Jenna Renae Huegel
Anan A. Hussein
Kailey E. Jackson*
Nichole yu Jiang
Max Anthony Jordan
Cameron Andie Kelly
Huntryr Kephart
Lily Samara Koenig
William M. Kofron
Sebastien Charles Ross Kraft**
Ariana Nicole Krammes
Ryan Kraycik
Wayland LaMarca
Zechariah Lambert
Madeline Grace Lapreziosa
Lily T. LaRegina*
Meredith Marie Lea
Alexa Leidlein
Christopher Paul Lemmo
Ava Leone
Colton P. Lucas
Tianyao Ma
Melissa A. Manno
Jordan R. Mansberger*
Rebecca Marcinko*
Linden Markley***
Madeline Coleman McCabe
Grace Elaine McCarthy
Ariel Lim McCoy
Jack McCune
Chloe Mesogitis
Gabrielle Jane Michno
Alexandra Mickiewicz
Lizabeh Grace Miller*
Makenna Mink
Madison Montag
Brendan Alexander Morgan
Justin Morganstein
Lisa Elizabeth Moyeur***
Madeline Sophia Murchake
Deitric Samuel Murphy
Patrick Joseph Mustipher
Aidan John Nanni
Emma O'Donnell
Claire Ann O'Shea
Alexandra Palacios
Willam Hutchinson Pegler III**
Rory Pelella**
Stephen Joseph Pelle
Kira Jessica Petro
Elizabeth J. Prentice
Nicholas Jay Prince
Charles Franz Reinert
William Lewis Remey
Thomas Retallick
Jonathan Steven Rios
Niswana Shree Risal
Evan Moshe Roberts
Nicoie Elizabeth Rogosky
Rachel Yale Rubin***
Amanda Sheila Bella Rubinstein
Matthew Paul Rudisill
Ethan David Russell
Jordyn Russell
Sarah A. Sacker
Michael Edvard Scharf
Jennifer P. Scholl
Kaitlyn Shero*
Ritika Sidhartha
Michael Simon
Anjelica Singer***
Christian F. Smith
Maria Eleni Sourlis
Lauren Starker
Brooke Ashley Steach**
Leah Strong**
Rachel Sugia
Naomi Surden
Pasquale Tartaro
Elise Dru Tecco***
Amariah K. Thomas
Gabriella Triolo
Luke Valente
Grace Vocalina
Claire Vocke
Jack M. Walker
Yiping Wang**
Kelly Warner
Erin Cassidy Warth
Alexa Rae Weissberg
Walker Floyd Wiest
Imani Johanna Williams*
Cassie Alexandria Wright
Renzhi Wu
Geyi Zhang
Jieyi Zhou
Kaitlyn Zigmond
Alexandra Zolin
Yaevin Zung

MEDIA STUDIES
Ryan Addotta
Brinn Patricia Albrecht
Gavin Neil Boston
Kali Rose Bucci
Megan Bunke**
Gabriella Rose Butchel
Avery Rose Camac
Yuran Chen
Benjamin DeBelle-Mitton
Rachel Marie DeMesa**
Connor E. DiBella
Lolita U. Ficler
Aileen Patricia Flaherty
Jill Erin Garcia
Makena Garvey
Rachel M. Habuda
Lindsay Lawrence Halleron
Seung Gi Hong

STRATEGIC COMMUNICATIONS
Rachel Paradise Azzaam
Tahir Davis
Kelsey Lynn Decker
Nina Jolie Hatala
Maggie Jablonski**
Jennifer Michelle Lindeman-Libbrecht*
Sara Elizabeth McCartney**
Collin Andrew McCoy
Lauren Ann Morgan
Valerie C. Nash
Joi Bass Smith
Valerie Torres
Kevin Michael Wascavage

TELECOMMUNICATIONS AND MEDIA INDUSTRIES
Trenton James Armstrong*
Xavier Louis Awad
Jack Bandy
Chelsea F. Barich
Mamadou H. Barry
Kevin Joseph Beahan
Jessica Bendl
Philip Ari Berkowitz
Matthew Bernstein

Megan Grace Bohannon
Allison Marie Bradley
Antoinette Maridor Gude Bradley
Peter Z. Breit
Lindsey Broderick
Ashley P. Buch
Hope Burley
Noah St. John Cain
Timothy James Campbell
Christina Michelle Carter
Imani Carter
MacKenzie Shea Cassidy
Jamie Claar
Christopher James Colangelo
Krystal Cowan
Riley Grace Coy
Cal Richard Cullinan
Michael D’Angelo
Rachel Darata**
Madison Daya
Abby Lynn Del Bene
Alex John Deleo
Brandon Dixon
Kira Dizon
Kevin Sean Doherty
Anthony D’Orazio Jr.**
Jahan Dotson
Caitlyn Lee Duffy
Gabriella Anntionette Efaw
Charles Edward Erdman III
Jessie Estrin
Matthew R. Farrell**
Evelyn Julieta Fonseca-Beltran
Kaityn Maria Gaus
Domino Geddes
Maxwell Lee Geiger
Zachery M. George***
Magdalen Marie Goodrich
Mitchell Joseph Grunwald
Joshua Hallenbeck
Anthony Shawn Hankins Jr.
Jessica Marie Harnett
Ryan Matthew Hodinko
Julia Lau Hunt
Elizabeth Ayers Iserson
Evan Robert James
Ethan Harrison Jeck
Connor W. Kanto
Paige Amanda Kaplan
Ethan J. Keller
Daniel Robert Kelly
Jason R. Kepner*
Luke J. Kepner**
Daniel Fleury Kerns
ABOUT DISTINCTIONS

Honors are based on a student’s cumulative GPA at the end of the Fall 2021 academic semester.

***Summa Cum Laude (3.94)
**Magna Cum Laude (3.84)
*Cum Laude (3.75)
PLEASE NOTE
The information in this document was produced March 22, 2022, as an unofficial list of students who indicated intent to graduate for the spring semester. Students who indicated their intent to graduate after that date are not listed. Subject to completion of all degree requirements, degrees will be conferred as indicated upon the individuals listed herein and upon such others as may meet the requirements.

If you have a question about your name, degree or distinction listed in this program, please contact Nikki DiOrio in the Donald P. Bellisario College of Communications Advising Office at nmg122@psu.edu
WELCOME TO THE PRIDE!

Congratulations on your graduation, and welcome to the Penn State Alumni Association—the largest and most powerful alumni network in the world.

New graduates receive a complimentary one-year membership in the Penn State Alumni Association. As you enter the pride, you’ll join the ranks of alumni who keep their connection to Penn State strong through membership. We encourage you to stay connected and learn more about the 30+ benefits that are included with your membership.

Membership materials, including your membership card, will be mailed to you after graduation. Benefits are available to you immediately upon receiving your membership card.

Exclusive Member Benefits

CAREER AND EDUCATION

- Alumni Career Services: Attend premium Alumni Career Service events for free or at a substantial discount.
- Discounts on Kaplan Test Preparation Services
- Alumni Library Online: Exclusive access to Penn State Libraries Digitized Collections and University library databases.

ALUMNI EMAIL

Members of the Alumni Association can sign up for a personal Penn State email account (@alumni.psu.edu). Accounts are hosted by Google for Education and also include online storage and a collection of digital tools.

DISCOUNTS

Members receive access to discounts including merchandise at Penn State Bookstore campus locations. They also receive access to discounted health, auto, renters, home, life, long-term care, and pet insurance.

Additional benefits include early invitations to Alumni Association events, access to the Alumni Directory, publications including the Penn Stater magazine, and much more!

To access a full list of membership benefits and to find your local Penn State Alumni Association chapter, visit: alumni.psu.edu/newalumni